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NEWS RELEASE 
 
 

SECURECOM MOBILE INC. (CSE:SCE) BRINGS GROUND BREAKING TECHNOLOGY TO 

 MARKET WITH THE PROMISE OF SECURE, ANNONYMOUS AND UNHACKABLE 

COMMUNICATIONS, REGARDLESS OF DEVICE OR OS PLATFORM 

 

Vancouver, B.C., September 5, 2014 – SecureCom Mobile (“SecureCom” or “the Company”) has begun the 

roll out of its new encryption technology for popular smartphone and mobile communication devices on leading 

OS platforms.  

SecureCom Mobile™ enables people to communicate, in complete privacy, with ease, over voice, text and 

data messaging. Using cryptographically strong algorithms that are based on the industry vanguard AES256 

encryption protocols, SecureCom’s technology completely shields all communications from surveillance. The 

encryption is end-to-end, and therefore cannot be circumvented by outside parties, mobile carriers or even by 

SecureCom Mobile itself.  

This new level of extremely secure communication has become a requirement in the modern communications 

environment. From massive financial data breaches to unchecked and illegal government surveillance 

practices, the public has become aware of the unsecure nature of all of their communications. This has 

resulted in an unprecedented demand for independent approaches to gain privacy control over personal 

communications, whether online by mobile device, standalone computers, or through enterprise systems. 

SecureCom Mobile’s approach is a simple one: provide the best possible encryption technology to the 

consumer regardless of the device or OS platform. By making public its programming source code ("Open 

Source Code"), SecureCom Mobile expects to gain the trust of all users to reach a broad installation base in a 

very rapid period. SecureCom Mobile’s communication encryption solutions will be supported on Android, iOS, 

Blackberry, Windows platforms, providing the widest base of operational installs on the world’s leading mobile 

operating systems. In addition, computer, tablet, and other hardware install support is planned for Windows, 

Mac OS, and Linux OS platforms to allow encrypted communications on a large base of equipment and 

operating systems. Computer and tablet applications for all mainstream operating systems increases reach 

and use of secure communication applications. 

Importantly, the Company’s policy of developing technology using only Open Source Code allows SecureCom 

Mobile to demonstrate the resistance of any cryptographic scheme to attack. In this way, the Company 

leverages the cryptanalytic expertise of the worldwide community by making use of well-known, open 

standards that have been subjected to scrutiny. Program software source code is available to public review to 

further demonstrate the absence of any "backdoor" that could compromise privacy via unauthorized remote 

access.  
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The Company plans to utilize experts operating at arm’s length from SecureCom Mobile™ to verify product 

version updates match Open Source Code versions before customer devices will allow them to be installed. 

This approach also makes coercion by any agency to create a "backdoor" impossible, since multiple 

international audits of software versions and updates must conform to publicly disclosed source code on an 

ongoing basis in real time.  

The Company is first introducing its encrypted voice and encrypted SMS/Private Messaging Software through 

a downloadable free app, currently for Android OS. The products include voice calling and instant messaging 

with data attachment capability with future versions offering more sophisticated communications. Enterprise 

Voice and SMS/Private Messaging Phones (hardware) with private Network Server Infrastructure for large-

scale private networks are also planned.  

SecureCom Mobile has planned an additional pipeline of revenue generating applications. The Company's 

software products operate over existing carrier networks without added fees. SecureCom Mobile™ enabled 

devices require no programming by the user and come ready to run out of the box.  

About SecureCom Mobile Inc. 

SecureCom Mobile™ develops and markets consumer software and hardware encryption communications 

products for mobile phones, tablets, and computer-based platforms. Its technology enables people to 

communicate, in complete privacy, with ease, using voice, text and data messaging. The Company employs 

cryptographically strong algorithms and protocols to shield communication from surveillance and analysis. Its 

encryption scheme cannot be circumvented by mobile carriers or other parties, thereby ensuring total privacy.  

SecureCom Mobile™ products are developed for the Android and Blackberry platforms, and are expected to 

soon be available for the entire slate of popular OS platforms.  

SecureCom Mobile Inc. is a public Company trading on Canadian Securities Exchange under the symbol SCE.  

See http://www.securecommobile.com 

For further information please contact: 

Peter Wilson, CEO, and Director 

Telephone: (778) 945-1368      

E-mail: info@securecommobile.com 

 
Forward-Looking Information: This press release may include forward-looking information within the meaning of Canadian securities 

legislation, concerning the business of SecureCom. Forward-looking information is based on certain key expectations and assumptions 
made by the management of SecureCom, including future plans for the research and development of digital products. Although 
SecureCom believes that the expectations and assumptions on which such forward-looking information is based are reasonable, undue 
reliance should not be placed on the forward-looking information because SecureCom can give no assurance that they will prove to be 
correct. Forward-looking statements contained in this press release are made as of the date of this press release. SecureCom 
disclaims any intent or obligation to update publicly any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future 
events or results or otherwise, other than as required by applicable securities laws. 

http://www.securecommobile.com/

